In this work, we present the analysis, design and optimization of one experimental device recently developed in the UK, called the "GP" Thrombus Aspiration Device (GPTAD. This device has been designed to remove blood clots without the need to make contact with the clot itself, thereby potentially reducing the risk of problems such as downstream embolisation. To obtain the minimum pressure necessary to extract the clot and to optimize the device, we simulate the performance of the GPTAD analyzing the resistances, compliances and inertances effects. Previous full models have been undertaken using the Bond Graph technique. However in this paper we also include an analysis of the interaction between device and artery, by the introduction of Finite Elements Modeling (FEM). We model a range of diameters for the GPTAD considering a 100% occlusion case, different lengths/diameters of catheter and blood clots of various lengths. In each case we determine the optimum pressure required to extract the blood clot from the artery using the GPTAD, which is attached at its proximal end to a suction pump.
Introduction
The World Health Organization reports that 15 million people worldwide suffer stroke; and of these, 5 million die and a further 5 million are left permanently disabled, many severely impaired. Consequently stroke is a major cause of mortality world-wide. Most strokes are caused by a blood clot that occludes an artery in the cerebral circulation. Thrombolytic agents such as Alteplase are used to dissolve blood clots that arise in the cerebral arteries of the brain but there are limitations on their use. Recently screening for patients at risk of strokes and TIA's has come into being. If such plaques are detected in the carotid arteries (by Ultrasound), a Carotid endarterectomy (CEA) (a surgical operation -may be performed to remove the occlusive plaque.
Over the past decade, other methods of treatment have been developed which include Thrombectomy Devices e.g. the 'GP' Thrombus Aspiration Device (GPTAD - fig. 1 ) [1] . Such devices have the potential to be used as an alternative to thrombolytic agents or in conjunction with them to extract clots in the different arteries e.g. in the middle cerebral artery of the brain, carotid, popliteal artery, etc. A clot of blood may also become attached to the plaque (deposition of fats and lipids that may arise within arteries) in a distal artery, and subsequently become detached and travel to the cerebral circulation giving rise to a stroke. In the case of 100% occlusion, it causes total blockage of the artery.
In this work, we present an analysis and modelling of the GPTAD and show it to be a highly effective method of simulating the device under a variety of conditions of percentage arterial occlusions. We take into account new factors such as the non return of the flow that exists between catheter and artery or the distance to the blood clot in the modelling. Such modelling is useful in optimizing the GPTAD and predicting the result of clot extraction under a variety of conditions (e.g. different lengths of blood clots). The model includes the systolic and diastolic blood pressure variations too.
The aim of this simulation model is to obtain the minimum and the maximum pressure necessary to extract the clot and to verify that, both the pressure and the time required to complete the clot extraction are realistic for use in clinical situations, and are consistent with any experimentally obtained data. Simplified models have been analyzed by the authors in other papers [2, 3] , but this model includes a more realistic study of the catheter and GPTAD device and blood clot -wall adhesion force, introducing and analyzing the different and necessary parameters and changes into the model to make it more realistic.
The model used for the simulation is described as well as the phenomena considered, and, in addition, the values of the parameters used are defined. Finally, the results obtained and the conclusions of this study are attached. 
Modelling
The objective of this work is to introduce a new model that can be used and assist in the final design of the 'GPTAD'. We investigate the potential performance of the device under different conditions of blood flow, size of blood clot and systolic-diastolic pressure, in a given vessel. The method chosen initially for the representation and simulation in different studies undertaken previously by the authors was the Bond Graph technique [4] , which allowed assimilating and comparing the model to an electric circuit made up of inductances, capacitances and resistances. Using this technique it was possible to obtain the results in a simple way by evaluating flows and efforts that join and connect the components of the model. Nevertheless, some factors like pressures distribution over the blood clot are not easy to analyze by using the previous model. Consequently, we need to study other factors by using other techniques like finite elements and then to insert the results obtained into a bond graph model studying the inertances, compresibilities and resistances that the system is subjected to.
In the work presented in this paper, some catheter lengths and distances between the GPTAD device and the blood clot are compared, among others, for a 100% occlusion to highlight differences between these situations. Finally, systolic and diastolic blood pressure (120/80 mmHg) has been included as additional positive pressure adding a variable pressure source that pushes the clot in sympathy with the rhythm of the heart.
Bond raph GPTAD model
To generate the correct model as for the case of the previous models ( fig. 2) , firstly it was necessary to analyze the inertances due to the mass of fluid, the compressibility that the blood and artery are subjected to, and finally the resistances that appear when fluid and blood clot flow into the catheter [5] .
First the pump, which is the component that creates the necessary pressure to carry out the extraction, was positioned. It can be represented by a variable pressure source (Se) whose value was increasing from zero to a non-determined value suitable for carrying out this operation of clot extraction. The time taken to reach the maximum value of pressure was considered to be 1 sec., after which time the pressure provided by the pump remained constant.
The pump links to the catheter, a 110 cm long, hollow cylindrical tube which is joined to the 'GPTAD' device of length 20 mm, and both with the same diameter. In order to represent both elements, the components (e.g. catheter and 'GPTAD' were considered as several pipe sections bearing in mind the different phenomena that take place in their interior: load and inertia loss, and fluid compressibility [5] . Linear load loss is due to the friction between the liquid particles and the pipe walls. Due to there being straight pipes, only linear load losses were taken into account. As this pipe has no curves and is of constant cross-sectional area in each section, the load loss was reduced to a pressure loss as the fluid advances along the pipe, the loss being progressive and proportional to the length of the pipe. It is represented by a resistance R, and a type 1 junction. To determine the equation that governs its behaviour, it was necessary to know if the behaviour of the blood flow was laminar or turbulent by evaluating the Reynolds number. Into the catheter, the flow inertia to be overcome in its movement was taken into account considering a type I port and a type 1 junction. Lastly, the blood compressibility was included, actuating as a spring producing a decrease in volume when the pressure required for compression is increased. This behaviour was dependent on Bulk's blood coefficient (B) and it was defined by a capacitance C with a type 0 junction.
g Figure 2. GPTAD model by using Bond Graph technique
A section of artery is located in the space between the blood clot and the orifice of the 'GPTAD'. The transition between both elements was considered as a secondary load loss caused by the difference in diameter of both elements and the subsequent variations in flow. These load losses were modelled by a resistance R depending, among other things on the load loss coefficient ξ, which quantifies the loss produced and depends on the geometry of the junction; nevertheless, its value (0.4) has been obtained not experimentally and the influence on the final model could be very interesting. Additionally, the artery located between the end of the 'GPTAD' and the clot was included in the model as another section of a pipe, similar to the catheter and the 'GPTAD', adding in this case a compliance to represent the compressibility of the artery, in line with its Young's modulus.
Simulating a range of pressures from 0 to -100 kPa (of applied suction pressure), we can observe how blood clot extraction varies with time and forces of adhesion. The following figures show the time it takes to move the clot 3 mm, which is the distance that is maintained during the extraction into the 'GPTAD'. In fig. 3 we can observe the different times taken to extract a blood clot in a 100% blood clot occlusion case and a 1 cm long blood clot. Although our first study was concerned with obtaining the minimum necessary pressure, we observe clearly the exponential tendency and values below 15 kPa for the suction pump cannot be used in every case due to the increasing required time. In this case, the necessary time to detach the first part of the clot and removal of the catheter by hand is about 5 seconds.
The following figure show the time it takes to move the clot 3 mm, with a diameter of D = 2,5 mm and for different lengths such as 1.0 to 5.0 cm respectively. As we can see, the lower the length the lower is the time needed to extract the clot, because we have less adherence force, and less inertia due to the mass. We have applied it to the extraction of a 5.0 cm length but there is a danger of rupture prior to complete clot removal, which would mean the failure of the process, due to the force supported by the blood clot is higher than the rupture force (more length means more adherence). The model indicates that a pressure of 40 kPa is sufficient for the extraction of a 5cm long 1g clot.
Finite lements GPTAD model
Although the previous Bond Graph model represented fully all the phenomena that exists concerning the blood clot, primary and secondary losses (among other results) needs to be analyzed in greater depth to ensure that the pressure implemented over the blood clot area is correct. To facilitate this, in the model presented in this work, the Bond Graph model that existed before the blood clot submodel ( fig. 5) will be replaced by a unique force, which will be applied directly over the blood clot area. The final force to be implemented will be obtained from a finite element model using different suction pressures
The worse possible clinical scenario for a patient corresponds to an artery that has been totally occluded by a blood clot, in which case the maximum suction is obtained in the absence of fluid flow. In the case of fragmenting the clot, channels would form inside where the fluid begin to move, the device would suck mostly blood and it would be not useful to remove the clot.
Figure 5. Pressure distribution in FEM model
The model has been made by using Ansys ©, developing the different existing fluid zones and assigning boundary conditions. The maximum insertion length estimated for the catheter is less than 1 m. due to the diameter considered and the arteries that the GPTAD may be used in. Therefore, and to obtain reliable results showing the behaviour of the fluid, simulations were carried out from 100 to 700 mm. The simulated diameters, as in the model developed previously using Bond Graph technique, were 2, 3 and 5 mm, which are inserted into arteries of diameter 3, 4 and 6 mm respectively. The difference of one millimeter between artery and catheter diameters avoids damage in the artery walls when the catheter is inserted.
While in previous models we used a 3 mm distance between the 'GPTAD' and the blood clot in every case, in the first FEM simulations, this distance has been calculated to provide an output flow in the tip without any constriction, which could influence the suction achieved at the surface of the blood clot. A distance equivalent to half radius of the artery has been tested and it was found to be sufficient to distribute uniformly the pressure over the blood clot area. Subsequently, several simulations were performed to determine the effect of the pressure distribution on the surface of the clot depending on the distance between the catheter and the clot.
To see the type of laminar or turbulent flow, it is necessary to consider the Reynolds number. The viscosity was physically defined from a laminar flow concept. To establish the type of flow, some models were developed in ANSYS programming investigating both premises separately (laminar or turbulent flow). By this means the flow type was determined from the Reynolds number. For the three diameters considered, lengths of 200, 300, 500 and 650 mm in this first set of calculations were used.
For a complete analysis, several pressures were taken at four points, and three of these were used in our study. These benchmarks will be maintained throughout the study, and the maximum speed reached by the fluid in each model noted. In all cases the total pressure includes kinematics, which is a function of the speed, and the hydrostatic pressure, which is related to the flow and the diameter. On the clot surface, the pressure will only have a hydrostatic component due to the zero velocity of the fluid in contact with the blood clot. Additional simulations considering 50 kPa suction pressure on the pump and 1 kPa pressure in the return were undertaken to determine the influence of the catheter length and the diameter and to obtain the inferred relationships. Contrary to the pressures observed in the Bond Graph model, we observe a pattern which indicates that increasing the length of the catheter decreases the velocity of the fluid at the end of the 'GPTAD' due to the load loss associated with the pipe length, which translates to a higher suction pressure in the tip ( fig. 7 ). e In this case, the higher pressure loss seems to be produced at the point of the return of the blood contained between the artery and the outer catheter surface. It is possible to see (figs. 7 and 8) that the shorter the catheter the greater the flow velocity, as expected due to the lower load losses of the shorter pipe. Finally, we analyze the pressure distribution according to the distance between the 'GPTAD' and the blood clot, which we have defined proportionally to the diameter artery, the flow velocity at the tip of the GPTAD (fig. 8) ; In addition, it is possible to see how a better pressure distribution on the medical device exists in the case of a tip with a larger diameter, having smaller gradients over the suction area.
The next step of the study was to determine if the behavior would be similar varying the suction pressure imposed. To do this, pump suction pressures of 25 and 75 kPa were applied in the modelling. The reference used was the model of diameter 3 mm with lengths of 100, 350 and 600 mm. The suction pressure that is considered necessary for the absorption of a thrombus is about 35 kPa and a healthy artery is able to withstand about 100 kPa, being very dependent on the patient and the type of obstruction present.
In reference to the pressure variation, it can be seen that the behavior of the system is very similar to that obtained previously (50 kPa). Increasing the length, causes the existing suction pressure at the tip of the medical device to increase due to the low flow velocity that exists in the chamber formed at the tip of the 'GPTAD'. Decreasing the pressure and the speed in the return zone between the artery and the outside of the catheter, allows low pressure losses due to slower flow as Bernoulli explains. From 350 mm catheter length pressure losses are virtually invariant.
With regard to the pressure distribution on the surface of the blood clot in the shorter models, there are up to 6 kPa gradients between the 'GPTAD' tip and the surface of the blood clot for a pump pressure suction of 100 kPa, while the gradient was reduced to 1 kPa for suctions of 25 kPa. In models longer than 600 mm, the suction pressure is fairly uniform, as already seen, having only 300 Pa difference between the catheter and the clot in the lower case and 1 kPa in the case where we use suction pressures of 100 kPa. This suggests that longer models have a more uniform pressure distributions on the blood clot and higher suction pressure on the surface due to the effect of the return zone, which slows the flow.
After undertaking the analysis, the pressure loss between pump and blood clot is about 5-10% (25 kPa-100 kPa). If we consider the suction pressure that is considered necessary for the absorption of a thrombus, this is about 35 kPa and a healthy artery is able to withstand about 100 kPa, so we should apply 40-80 kPa to extract the clot.
From the previous analysis, some important conclusions concerning with the existing pressure losses as a function of the artery diameter, catheter length and distance to the blood clot have been obtained. When we consider the existence of the return area between the catheter and the artery, the previous values need to be implemented in the blood clot model, which will be developed by using Bond Graph technique modelling.
R-C blood clot adherence model
Previous models developed by the authors concerning the 'GPTAD' device have shown good results but some simplifications concerning the interaction inside the blood clot and with the artery wall were considered.
With regard to the Bond Graph model, one of the most important improvements in this model is related to the friction between the clot and the arterial wall, which creates another resistance factor. The value of this parameter must be variable depending on whether the clot has begun its movement (dynamic friction) or before it has begun to move (static friction) during the clot extraction procedure. In the presented work, this value is obtained from the interaction platelet -artery wall for the static friction and with Stokes for the dynamic friction (which decreases considerably); the transition between both values marks the beginning or the end of the clot movement.
This previous model has some difficulties that we should redefine. It focused on the way we simulated the adhesion of the clot to the wall. We think that the simulation of the complete catheter was quite realistic, so we kept it, focusing only on a new model for studying the clot and its adherence to the arterial wall.
Consideration of the adhesion force is relatively complex, and it is challenging to find the spring-damper rate that represents the junction with the wall and we only considered the in-vitro maximum adhesion force. The value of the constants in both the spring and the damper must be extremely high to simulate a firm anchor to the point of release. Simulating the moment when the clot breaks loose from the wall in the previous model method was very difficult, because the junction to the wall had to allow, clot movement, according to pressure, even if such pressure was not enough to move it in totality.
Due to these problems we look for another solution to simulate the clot and its behaviour under pressure. As we have seen before, we kept the partitions represented by inertia and joined by the spring-damper system (R union , K union ), to simulate the elastic and plastic behaviour of the clot.
To model the junction with the artery, the point of release and the static and dynamic friction, we decided to add to each inertia an effort source that varies depending on the moment of the simulation. We can observe the new configuration in fig. 10 . Each inertia will suffer a force due to suction, which should be compensated in the model with a force of friction to annul it, while the clot is in the position of static friction. Once we have calculated the flow-effort table of the system, we apply the condition that the stress on the inertia must be zero.
The effort source, as we have said before, varies. That is, when the clot begins its movement, the static friction disappears and the dynamic friction acts in the system. It is much lower that the static friction.
We have calculated the dynamic friction by means of the Stokes law for a cylindrical solid:
where 'C' is the form coefficient for a cylinder, 'ρ' is the blood´s density, 'D' the clot´s diameter and 'V' the velocity of the first partition.
The condition to determine if the clot is attached to the surface is based on the force that the spring suffers between partitions (K union ). Hence when "K union ·Displacement(K union )" is higher than the adherence force (F adh ), the clot releases from the surface. The value of the adherence force was analyzed by C. J. Flannery [6] and we made use of all the necessary data from that. To calculate the adhesion strength C.J Flannery considered a none cylindrical clot that narrows down the middle due to stenosis or atherosclerotic plaque. But this geometry is only valid for the condition of static friction, because, once the clot releases, it recovers a part of its form and again becomes like a cylinder. So, we assume this model and we divided this clot into 5 parts: Figure 9 . Blood clot 5 parts division.
We decided to make these partitions because each one has the same contact area with the artery and the same volume, in order to simplify the calculation of the adhesion force and the mass of each partition. 
where 'fp' is the % of platelets in the clot, 'SA' is the surface in contact with the artery and 'MPA' the Mean Platelet Area.
Once we have the number of platelets in contact with the artery and the force/platelet, we can calculate the adhesion force of each partition and obviously of the entire clot. In this way we would have different adhesion forces depending on the form and size of the clot, and we can reference those to the artery diameter and the percentage of occlusion. The systolic and diastolic blood pressure, have been introduced by using a variable pressure. If we consider that the blood pressure varies from about 120mmHg to 80mmHg (16 kPa to 11 kPa) in systolic to diastolic pressure variation in the normal cardiac cycle, we impose a rate of 1 cycle per second, and we can approximate mathematically the pressure (kPa) in two parts (0.00-0.32 sec. and 0.32-1.00 sec.) by using the following two polynomial expressions: Representing both equations we can obtain the necessary pressure values to introduce into the model, such as we can see in following figure. Time (s) Figure 11 . Systolic / Diastolic pressure approximation
Results
As in previous models, the aim of this simulation is to determine the time ad pressure required for the extraction of a blood clot. To achieve this, we vary the values of the suction pressure and introduce it into the FEM software, This will give us the actual suction pressure at the point immediately before the blood clot for a model involving a given catheter and diameter length, GPTAD tip, distance to the blood clot and blood return. Once the actual suction pressure has been obtained it is introduced into the Bond Graph model, enabling us to obtain the values for the movement of the clot and the time required for its extraction, thereby obtaining the optimum minimum pressure leading to clot extraction. To carry out the model validation, the values of the parameters used in the simulation are listed in table I.
The parameters that define almost completely the elastic-plastic behaviour of the clot and its resistance to breaking are the constants 'K union ' and 'R union ' of the spring-damper systems in parallel that are among the partitions of the clot that characterize the clot in the stretch mode, when it undergoes suction but is not yet detached from the wall. To find the value of the 'K union ' parameter, Savushkin [7] analyzes the stiffness of the clot and the breaking strength. We considered that the values are valid, due to the fact that the parameters of the experiments described fall within our range, and therefore we can assume that K union = 3.41 ± 1.5 N/m. In the model simulated in this section, we take a blood clot of 2,5 mm diameter and 1-5 cm in length. The existence of different partitions in the clot and also in the stent makes the extraction progressive with increasing time.
In the previous figure, we can observe the required time to obtain the displacement between the 'GPTAD' and blood clot, depending of the different blood clot lengths and de-pressure pump.
If we compare figures 4 and 12, we can observe clearly how the factors we have studied by using finite elements affect notably over the required times. While in previous Bond-Graph models we observed that times of 10-150 seconds were needed to move the 3 mm required, in the model presented here lower times (2-25 secs.) and pressures have been obtained. The reason for these differences are mainly associated with the lower pressure losses determined, which increase the existing pressure before the blood clot section, and the 'GPTAD' positioning (distance before device and blood clot). The consideration of a quasi-static fluid, due to 100% occlusion and stopped flow, could explain the main difference between the Bond-Graph and the FEM models.
Conclusion
In the presented work, it has been possible to combine Bond Graph and FEM techniques to obtain a better analysis. In cases where the fluid can interactuate not only in one dimension, it is desirable to use a 2D/3D analysis in order to determine how the different factors influence the result obtained.
